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In close collaboration with the late Matthew Lipman, Ann Margaret Sharp pioneered the theory
and practice of ‘the community of philosophical inquiry’ (CPI) as a way of practicing
‘Philosophy for Children’ and prepared thousands of philosophers and teachers throughout
the world in this practice. In Community of Inquiry with Ann Margaret Sharp represents a longawaited and much-needed anthology of Sharp’s insightful and influential scholarship, bringing
her enduring legacy to new generations of academics, postgraduate students and researchers
in the fields of education, philosophy, philosophy of education, Philosophy for Children and
philosophy of childhood. Sharp developed a unique perspective on the interdependence of
education, philosophy, personhood and community that remains influential in many parts of the
world. This perspective was shaped not only by Sharp’s work in philosophy and education, but
also by her avid studies in literature, feminism, aesthetic theory and ecumenical spirituality.
Containing valuable contributions from senior figures in the fields in which Sharp produced her
most focused scholarship, the chapters in this book present a critical overview of how Sharp’s
ideas relate to education, philosophy of education, and the Philosophy for Children movement
as a whole. The historical and philosophical nature of this collection means that it will be a vital
resource for philosophers and educators. It should also be of great interest to teacher
educators and those involved in the study of pragmatism and feminism, as well as the history
of education across the globe, particularly in the United States of America.
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Although he is not always recognized as such, Soren Kierkegaard has been an important ally
for Catholic theologians in the early twentieth century. Moreover, understanding this
relationship and its origins offers valuable resources and insights to contemporary Catholic
theology. Of course, there are some negative preconceptions to overcome. Historically, some
Catholic readers have been suspicious of Kierkegaard, viewing him as an irrational Protestant
irreconcilably at odds with Catholic thought. Nevertheless, the favorable mention of
Kierkegaard in John Paul II's Fides et Ratio is an indication that Kierkegaard's writings are not
so easily dismissed. Catholic Theology after Kierkegaard investigates the writings of
emblematic Catholic thinkers in the twentieth century to assess their substantial engagement
with Kierkegaard's writings. Joshua Furnal argues that Kierkegaard's writings have stimulated
reform and renewal in twentieth-century Catholic theology, and should continue to do so today.
To demonstrate Kierkegaard's relevance in pre-conciliar Catholic theology, Furnal examines
the wider evidence of a Catholic reception of Kierkegaard in the early twentieth
century--looking specifically at influential figures like Theodor Haecker, Romano Guardini,
Erich Przywara, and other Roman Catholic thinkers that are typically associated with the
ressourcement movement. In particular, Furnal focuses upon the writings of Henri de Lubac,
Hans Urs von Balthasar, and the Italian Thomist, Cornelio Fabro as representative entry
points.
This comprehensive Handbook presents the major perspectives within philosophy and literary
studies on the relations, overlaps and tensions between philosophy and literature. Drawing on
recent work in philosophy and literature, literary theory, philosophical aesthetics, literature as
philosophy and philosophy as literature, its twenty-nine chapters plus substantial Introduction
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and Afterword examine the ways in which philosophy and literature depend on each other and
interact, while also contrasting with each other in that they necessarily exclude or incorporate
each other. This book establishes an enduring framework for structuring the broad themes
defining the relations between philosophy and literature and organising the main topics in the
field. Key Features • Structured in five parts addressing philosophy as literature, philosophy of
literature, philosophical aesthetics, literary criticism and theory, and main areas of work within
philosophy and literature • An Introduction setting out the main concerns of the field through
discussion of the major themes along with the individual topics • An Afterword looking at the
interactions between philosophy and literature through itself enacting philosophical and literary
writing while examining the question of how they can be brought together The Palgrave
Handbook of Philosophy and Literature is an essential resource for scholars, researchers and
advanced students in philosophy of literature, philosophy as literature, literary theory, literature
as philosophy, and the philosophical aesthetics of literature. It is an ideal volume for
researchers, advanced students and scholars in philosophy, literary studies, philosophy and
literature, cultural studies, classical studies and other related fields.
Now with a new page design, this international directory describes awards given for
achievements in virtually every field of endeavor. Awards are listed alphabetically by the name
of the administering organization, followed by alphabetical listings and descriptions of each of
the awards it offers. Each volume contains organization, award, and subject indexes for quick
reference. This reference now includes e-mail addresses and URLs.
The very idea of humanity seems to be in crisis. Born in the ashes of devastation after the
slaughter of millions, the liberal conception of humanity imagined a suffering victim in need of
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salvation. Today, this figure appears less and less capable of galvanizing the political
imagination. But without it, how are we to respond to the inhumane violence that overwhelms
our political and philosophical registers? How can we make sense of the violence that was
carried out in the name of humanism? And how can we develop more ethical relations without
becoming parasitic on the pain of others? Through a critical exploration of violence and the
sacred, Ecce Humanitas recasts the fall of liberal humanism. Brad Evans offers a rich analysis
of the changing nature of sacrificial violence, from its theological origins to the exhaustion of
the victim in the contemporary world. He critiques the aestheticization that turns victims into
sacred objects, sacrificial figures that demand response, perpetuating a cycle of violence that
is seen as natural and inevitable. In novel readings of classic and contemporary works, Evans
traces the sacralization of violence as well as art’s potential to incite resistance. Countering
the continued annihilation of life, Ecce Humanitas calls for liberating the political imagination
from the scene of sacrifice. A new aesthetics provides a form of transgressive witnessing that
challenges the ubiquity of violence and allows us to go beyond humanism to imagine a truly
liberated humanity.
Anticorruption in History is a timely and urgent book: corruption is widely seen today as a major
problem we face as a global society, undermining trust in government and financial institutions,
economic efficiency, the principle of equality before the law and human wellbeing in general.
Corruption, in short, is a major hurdle on the "path to Denmark" a feted blueprint for stable and
successful statebuilding. The resonance of this view explains why efforts to promote
anticorruption policies have proliferated in recent years. But while the subject of corruption and
anticorruption has captured the attention of politicians, scholars, NGOs and the global media,
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scant attention has been paid to the link between corruption and the change of anticorruption
policies over time and place, with the attendant diversity in how to define, identify and address
corruption. Economists, political scientists and policy-makers in particular have been generally
content with tracing the differences between low-corruption and high-corruption countries in the
present and enshrining them in all manner of rankings and indices. The long-term
trends—social, political, economic, cultural—potentially undergirding the position of various
countries plays a very small role. Such a historical approach could help explain major moments
of change in the past as well as reasons for the success and failure of specific anticorruption
policies and their relation to a country's image (of itself or as construed from outside) as being
more or less corrupt. It is precisely this scholarly lacuna that the present volume intends to
begin to fill. The book addresses a wide range of historical contexts: Ancient Greece and
Rome, Medieval Eurasia, Italy, France, Great Britain and Portugal as well as studies on
anticorruption in the Early Modern and Modern era in Romania, the Ottoman Empire, the
Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Sweden and the former German Democratic Republic.
This book approaches the field of built heritage and its practices by employing the concept of
heterotopia, established by the French philosopher Michel Foucault. The fundamental
understandings of heritage, its evolution and practices all reveal intrinsic heterotopic features
(the mirror function, its utopic drive, and its enclave-like nature). The book draws on previous
interpretations of heterotopia and argues for a reading of heritage as heterotopia, considering
various heritage mechanisms – heritage selection, conservation and protection practices, and
heritage as mnemonic device – in this regard. Reworking the six heterotopic principles, an
analysis grid is designed and applied to various built heritage spaces (vernacular, religious
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architecture, urban 19th century ensembles). Guided through this theoretical itinerary, the
reader will rediscover the heterotopic lens as a minor, yet promising, Foucauldian device that
allows for a better understanding of heritage and its everyday practices.

This book is the Second in the Genesis series. It is a resource for biblical students,
history buffs or those who like to read. In this single volume grouped together is a
Interlinear [Hebrew accompanied by an English equivalent], a translation with notes on
the discussion of each verse, and ancient related texts from Egyptian, Sumerian,
Akkadian, Chaldean, Ugaritic, Greek and other biblical verses that related to the
chapters 4-10 of Genesis. It was our hope to introduce the world, text and discussion
on Genesis chapters four through ten to any reader. We have taken into consideration
Jewish, Christians and Secular Scholarship in this production. We address issues of the
valuing Genesis, life out of the Garden of Eden, genealogies, the table of nations, and
Noah's flood.
This volume explores the historical novel Quo vadis written by the Polish author Henryk
Sienkiewicz, examining how Sienkiewicz recreated Neronian Rome so vividly and the
reasons why his novel was so avidly consumed and reproduced in new editions,
translations, visual illustrations, and adaptations to the stage and screen.
Questo volume raccoglie gli atti del convegno, svoltosi a Perugia il 6 ottobre 2007,
organizzato dall’Antico e Primitivo Rito di Memphis e Misraim (Grande Oriente d’Italia)
e dall’Accademia Nazionale dei Filaleti in occasione della ricorrenza del centenario
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della nascita di Mircea Eliade, il celebre scrittore, storico e antropologo rumeno. Il
convegno ha inteso non solo rendere gli onori magistrali a questo misconosciuto
maestro del pensiero spirituale laico moderno, ma ha anche offerto spunti di riflessione
sulle ardite intuizioni di Eliade riguardanti la trasformazione delle forme del sacro, a
partire dalle culture primitive per giungere a quelle cosiddette progredite, e, soprattutto,
sulla strategicità delle sue illuminanti e geniali idee, nella prospettiva dell’avvento di
una auspicabile e rinnovata “scienza del sacro”. Con un atteggiamento correttamente
obiettivo, l’opera di M. Eliade, può oggi, ormai molto a posteriori, essere ripresa, dal
dimenticatoio nel quale è stata per molto tempo, ed essere rivalutata per spiegare
anche il grande vuoto spirituale e la profonda crisi di identità di cui è malato l’uomo
moderno o, per meglio dire, post moderno.
This book explores the relationships between ancient Roman and Confucian thought,
paying particular attention to their relevance for the contemporary world. More than 10
scholars from all around the world offer thereby a reference work for the comparative
research between Roman (and early Greek) and Eastern thought, setting new trends in
the panorama of Classical and Comparative Studies.
Byzantine poetry of the eleventh century is fascinating, yet underexplored terrain. It
presents a lively view on contemporary society, is often permeated with wit and
elegance, and is concerned with a wide variety of subjects. Only now are we beginning
to perceive the possibilities that this poetry offers for our knowledge of Byzantine
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culture in general, for the intellectual history of Byzantium, and for the evolution of
poetry itself. It is, moreover, sometimes in the most neglected texts that the most
fascinating discoveries can be made. This book, the first collaborative book-length
study on the topic, takes an important step to fill this gap. It brings together specialists
of the period who delve into this poetry with different but complementary objectives in
mind, covering the links between art and text, linguistic evolutions, social functionality,
contemporary reading attitudes, and the like. The authors aim to give the production of
11th-century verse a place in the Byzantine genre system and in the historic evolution
of Byzantine poetry and metrics. As a result, this book will, to use the expression of two
important poets of the period, "offer a small taste" of what can be gained from the
serious study of this period.
Rivista online di Filosofia Europa e Messia. Paure e speranze del XX secolo in eredità
Explores a fundamental building block of Roman life
The long tradition of Kierkegaard studies has made it impossible for individual scholars
to have a complete overview of the vast field of Kierkegaard research. The large and
ever increasing number of publications on Kierkegaard in the languages of the world
can be simply bewildering even for experienced scholars. The present work constitutes
a systematic bibliography which aims to help students and researchers navigate the
seemingly endless mass of publications. The volume is divided into two large sections.
Part I, which covers Tomes I-V, is dedicated to individual bibliographies organized
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according to specific language. This includes extensive bibliographies of works on
Kierkegaard in some 41 different languages. Part II, which covers Tomes VI-VII, is
dedicated to shorter, individual bibliographies organized according to specific figures
who are in some way relevant for Kierkegaard. The goal has been to create the most
exhaustive bibliography of Kierkegaard literature possible, and thus the bibliography is
not limited to any specific time period but instead spans the entire history of
Kierkegaard studies.
«Che cosa posso trasmettere di tutto questo a figli, nipoti, amici e allievi?». È una
domanda che Amos si pone in questo libro, degno di rientrare a pieno titolo nella
letteratura nota come She’elot u-teshuvot («Domande e risposte»), nota anche come...
This book reflects the wide range of current scholarship on Roman law. The essays,
newly commissioned for this volume, cover the sources of evidence for classical
Roman law, the elements of private law, as well as criminal and public law, and the
second life of Roman law in Byzantium, in civil and canon law, and in political discourse
from AD 1100 to the present. Roman law nowadays is studied in many different ways,
which is reflected in the diversity of approaches in the essays. Some focus on how the
law evolved in ancient Rome, others on its place in the daily life of the Roman citizen,
still others on how Roman legal concepts and doctrines have been deployed through
the ages. All of them are responses to one and the same thing: the sheer intellectual
vitality of Roman law, which has secured its place as a central element in the
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intellectual tradition and history of the West.
The notion of 'the human' is in need of urgent redefinition. At a time of radical biotechnological developments, and in light of the political and environmental imperatives
of our age, the term 'posthuman' provides an alternative. The philosophical landscape
which has developed as a response to the crisis of the human, includes several
movements, such as: Posthumanism, Transhumanism, Antihumanism and Object
Oriented Ontology. This book explains the similarities and differences between these
currents and offers a detailed examination of a number of topics that fall under the
“posthuman” umbrella, including the anthropocene, artificial intelligence and the
deconstruction of the human. Francesca Ferrando affords particular focus to
Philosophical Posthumanism, defined as a philosophy of mediation which addresses
the meaning of humanity not in separation, but in relation to technology and ecology.
The posthuman shift thus emerges in the global call for social change, responsible
science and multispecies coexistence.
This bibliography on Sren Kierkegaard carries on the work of Jens Himmelstrup's
international bibliography (1962). It collates everything written about Kierkegaard books, contributions to edited collections, and journals - and also features an appendix
of primary text editions and translations. Discussion notes, reviews, etc., are catalogued
according to the items they refer to. The bibliography contains more than 5,600 primary
entries and is a testament to the expanding worldwide interest in the Danish
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philosopher. It also remedies the deeply-felt need for a collected overview of the
extensive literature on Kierkegaard.
Leading international contributors present a lively and interdisciplinary panorama of the
Italian Renaissance as it has developed in recent decades.
În 1949, regimul comunist român, aflat la începuturile sale, a dezl?n?uit o intens? ?i
brutal? campanie de colectivizare a agriculturii, dup? modelul sovietic, într-o ?ar? cu un
pronun?at profil agrar. Gail Kligman ?i Katherine Verdery analizeaz? modul în care
colectivizarea a zdruncinat din temelii via?a rural?, transformând comunit??ile s?te?ti
tradi?ionale în organiza?ii birocratice fundamentate pe „lupta de clas?“. Faptul c?
oameni slab preg?ti?i, dintre care mul?i nu erau convin?i de beneficiile colectiviz?rii,
aplicau pedagogii ?i tehnologii importate din Uniunea Sovietic? a avut drept consecin??
acte de violen?? greu de controlat chiar ?i de liderii partidului. Autoarele arat? c? vastul
proces de inginerie social? nu a afectat doar propriet??ile ??ranilor, ci a fost crucial
pentru crearea partidului-stat, a mecanismelor de conducere ?i a „omului nou“. Având
ca surse documente de arhiv?, istorii orale ?i date etnografice, ??ranii sub asediu
arunc? o nou? lumin? asupra colectiviz?rii din România în epoca sovietic?.

Carlo Michelstaedter ist in Deutschland einer der großen Unbekannten des
italienischen Denkklimas um 1900. Der italienischsprachige Österreicher
Michelstaedter, der sowohl philosophische, wie poetische Werke hinterließ, sich
aber zuallererst als Maler verstand, wird hierzulande weder im Zusammenhang
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mit der zeitgenössischen Sprachkrise von Hofmannsthal bis Wittgenstein, noch
mit der zeitgleichen, expressionistischen Kunst diskutiert. Vorliegender Band
möchte Anregung sein diese Lücke zu schließen. Die Beiträge von anerkannten
MichelstaedterforscherInnen verstehen sich als Einführungen in die jeweiligen
Bereiche, liefern zugleich aber genuin neue Forschungsansätze: Michelstaedters
Philosophie, seine Poesie und Kunst werden vorgestellt, Analogien zu Benjamin
und Sartre gezogen, ein Forschungsbericht, der die großen Tendenzen der
letzten 30 Jahre vorstellt, soll den Anschluss der Forschung auch von
deutschsprachiger Seite erleichtern. Das Werk dieses eminenten Vertreters der
cultura mitteleuropea, das bis heute das Denken der italienischen Intellektuellen
beeinflusst – Claudio Magris und Massimo Cacciari bspw. beziehen sich explizit
auf Michelstaedter – kann damit erstmals breitere Würdigung im
deutschsprachigen Raum erfahren.
This two-volume book offers a panoramic explanatory narrative of Soqotra
Island’s rediscovery based on the global significance of its endemic biodiversity.
This rediscovery not only engendered Soqotra’s protective environmental
supervision by United Nations agencies, but also the intensification of its
bureaucratic incorporation and political subordination by Yemen’s mainland
national government. Together, the two volumes provide a “total” community
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study based on an historically contextualized and analytically detailed portrait of
the Soqotran community via a multi-layered narrative the author terms a
“mesography.” The first volume, A Post-Exotic Anthropology of Soqotra, Volume
I: A Mesography of an Indigenous Polity in Yemen, situates the author’s study
within the emergent configuration of the structures of knowledge production in the
social sciences before moving onto a systematic identification of the constitutive
aspects, pivotal vectors, and historical contexts of Soqotra’s transitioning polity.
The second volume, A Post-Exotic Anthropology of Soqotra, Volume II: Cultural
and Environmental Annexation of an Indigenous Community, explores how
cultural modernization in the light of environmental annexation transforms
communal possibilities, development models, environmental values, conservation
priorities, cultural practices, economic aspirations, language preferences,
livelihood choices, and other key social norms. The two volumes lay the social
scientific foundations for the study of Soqotrans as an island-based indigenous
community.
„Ce pun?i de leg?tur? se pot identifica, în istoria secolului XX, între germanul
Hindenburg ?i francezii Pétain sau de Gaulle, între polonezul Pi?sudski ?i
finlandezul Mannerheim, între turcul Mustafa Kemal ?i oricare dintre cei pomeni?i
mai sus? Faptul c? to?i s-au remarcat ca militari destoinici ?i c? to?i au ajuns, în
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??rile lor, s? ocupe func?ia suprem?. În ce mod, pentru cât timp ?i cu ce rezultate
e deja o alt? chestiune. Dar acest lucru s-a întâmplat întotdeauna în condi?iile
unor crize pe care oamenii în uniform? au fost chema?i s? le rezolve sau în care,
cel mai adesea, s-au implicat din îndemn propriu. O voca?ie «imperial?» le-a fost
comun? tuturor, dac? restituim cuvântului imperium sensul s?u ini?ial, acela de
«comand?, porunc?, st?pânire». O zic?toare t?tar?, frecvent citat? de Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk, «Numai mâna care poate ridica sabia e vrednic? s? ?in? sceptrul»,
este potrivitã ca exerg? acestor cariere stranii, care par, în plin veac XX, s?
reînvie chipuri ?i legende ale trecutului. Toate numele men?ionate au dobândit, la
vremea lor, statutul de personaje, nu departe de accep?ia literar? a termenului.
Toate au avut o existen?? romanesc?, toate pot deveni eroi de roman.“ (?tefan
CAZIMIR)
The EAAE/ARCC International Conference, held under the aegis of the EAAE
(European Association for Architectural Education) and of the ARCC
(Architectural Research Centers Consortium), is a conference organized every
other year, in collaboration with one of the member schools / universities of those
associations, alternatively in North America or in Europe. The EAAE/ARCC
Conferences began at the North Carolina State University College of Design,
Raleigh with a conference on Research in Design Education (1998); followed by
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conferences in Paris (2000), Montreal (2002), Dublin (2004), Philadelphia (2006),
Copenhagen (2008), Washington (2010), Milan (2012) and Honolulu (2014). The
conference discussions focus on research experiences in the field of architecture
and architectural education, providing a critical forum for the dissemination and
engagement of current ideas from around the world.
In this book, Lucia Ceci reconstructs the relationship between the Catholic
Church and Fascism, using new and previously unstudied sources in the Vatican
Archives.
Ecce HumanitasBeholding the Pain of HumanityColumbia University Press
This volume examines how ideas of the nation influenced ordinary people, by
focusing on their affective lives. Using a variety of sources, methods and cases,
ranging from Spain during the age of Revolutions to post-World War II Poland, it
demonstrates that emotions are integral to understanding the everyday pull of
nationalism on ordinary people.
Kierkegaard has long been known as a philosopher and theologian, but his
contributions to psychology, anthropology and sociology have also made an important
impact on these fields. In many of the works of his complex authorship, Kierkegaard
presents his intriguing and unique vision of the nature and mental life of human beings
individually and collectively. The articles featured in the present volume explore the
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reception of Kierkegaard's thought in the social sciences. Of these fields Kierkegaard is
perhaps best known in psychology, where The Concept of Anxiety and The Sickness
unto Death have been the two most influential texts. With regard to the field of
sociology, social criticism, or social theory, Kierkegaard's Literary Review of Two Ages
has also been regarded as offering valuable insights about some important dynamics of
modern society..
Die IBOHS verzeichnet jährlich die bedeutendsten Neuerscheinungen
geschichtswissenschaftlicher Monographien und Zeitschriftenartikel weltweit, die
inhaltlich von der Vor- und Frühgeschichte bis zur jüngsten Vergangenheit reichen. Sie
ist damit die derzeit einzige laufende Bibliographie dieser Art, die thematisch, zeitlich
und geographisch ein derart breites Spektrum abdeckt. Innerhalb der systematischen
Gliederung nach Zeitalter, Region oder historischer Disziplin sind die Werke nach
Autorennamen oder charakteristischem Titelhauptwort aufgelistet.
Sono passati più di sessant’anni da quando lo storico delle religioni Mircea Eliade ha
dato alle stampe la sua monogra?a dedicata allo sciamanesimo, un testo rivelatosi
decisivo per imporre l’argomento nel dibattito interno alla storia delle religioni. La
seconda edizione, aumentata e tradotta nel 1964 per il mercato editoriale statunitense,
ha poi avuto un impatto signi?cativo sui riferimenti culturali della giovane generazione
dell’epoca. Sorprendentemente, e malgrado il successo dell’opera, non esiste a
tutt’oggi un’analisi critica dedicata alla formazione eliadiana del concetto di
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sciamanesimo. Si è così creato un vuoto storiogra?co che ha gravato sulle ricostruzioni
e sulle interpretazioni del pensiero dello storico delle religioni. Evoluzionismo
antidarwiniano, psicoanalisi, te(le)ologia, folklore, paletnologia e paleoantropologia,
letteratura fantastica, paranormale e sovrannaturale, politica reazionaria e antioccidentale sono alcuni tra gli strumenti discorsivi che entrano a vario titolo nel
laboratorio della complessa macchina mitogra?ca eliadiana. Andare a monte di questi
riferimenti bio-bibliogra?ci, tracciare le coordinate dei contatti intellettuali e decostruire
le trame dei prestiti concettuali è quanto si propone di fare l’indagine presentata in
questo libro.
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